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Pure Sea

The content of this document is indicative and has been prepared from a basic architectural project, so it may be modifi ed due to requirements. derived from the development of the project, from 
the decisions of the project management, from the availability of materials, or from any other requirements that justify them. The defi nitive surfaces can be adjusted to the fi nal execution project 
and to the requirements of the corresponding authorities. The dimensions of certain elements, such as fi tted wardrobes, will be adapted to the project; where appropriate, with the manufacturer’s 
standard measurements. The equipment of the house will be the one indicated in the quality specifi cations, The furniture that appears is is for the sole purpose of showing the functionality of the 
corresponding spaces. You can request information about specifi c characteristics, services and facilities, method of acquisition, prices, payment conditions and others of interest, at the following 
address: Playa Arroyo Vaquero, Estepona. Málaga.
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Location
WHERE EVERYTHING BEGINS

The Edge is perched right on the beach in Estepona, one of 

the most exclusive locations on the Costa del Sol. Any plan 

that comes to mind is on the other side of the door. Golf, 

Michelin-starred restaurants, the Picasso Museum and the 

Pompidou Centre of Málaga, and all the outdoor activities you 

could ever think of. From water sports on one of its twenty-

seven blue fl ag beaches to hiking on trails through the Montes 

de Málaga. Quite literally, everything is on your doorstep. 

And all with three hundred days of sunshine per year and an 

average temperature of twenty-three degrees.
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Project 
MEDITERRANEAN IN ITS PUREST FORM

Rafael de La-Hoz has penned one of his most personal 

projects. The Edge is nature made into architecture. Its organic 

shapes hug the coastline and close in around the pool. At the 

same time, the buildings are laid out in a bay-like design in 

which the boundaries between the gardens and the beach 

are blurred. A private yet open universe that blends in with 

the surroundings and even enhances them, always with the 

Mediterranean as a backdrop.
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EACH TERRACE, A PRIVATE BEACH

The curves of the terraces face out to the sea and 

their outlines on each level are like a raised beach. 

You just have to open the door to feel as though 

you’re on the sand. The sun and the sea will take 

care of everything else.

AT YOUR OWN PACE

The Edge follows your heart. You’ll feel this at 

its fully-equipped gym or at the Health Club with 

heated pool and spa.

A UNIQUE PROJECT 

The business centre and the Kronos Homes Club, 

an exclusive lifestyle service designed especially for 

The Edge make this project truly unique and one of its 

kind.
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Properties

APARTMENTS

If you’re dreaming about a private garden, stay 

down at sea level, as all the ground-fl oor apartments 

boast their own landscaped space. If you prefer a 

terrace, you can choose between two, three or four 

bedrooms in your apartment. Whatever you choose, 

it will be the right decision.

PENTHOUSES

Your private pool will be your own Mediterranean 

facing the actual Mediterranean. And each terrace, 

a whole beach. Open-plan spaces and infi nite light 

so you can enjoy the horizon from your three or four 

bedrooms.

VILLAS

Two four-bedroom detached homes, so exclusive 

that they’re the border between the artifi cial and 

the natural. Spread over two fl oors, they feature a 

private garage and their own perspective of all your 

sunrises and full moons over the Mediterranean.
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The Edge is one of its kind

RAFAEL DE LA-HOZ

The Edge is an exclusive residential development 

in which the prestigious architect Rafael de La-

Hoz has removed any visual barriers between the 

sea and the properties. Its apartments and villas 

blend seamlessly into the organic form of the 

Mediterranean environment.

All surface areas are pedestrianised and the 

buildings are exquisitely arranged around a garden, 

the boundaries of which blend seamlessly with 

the sand of the beach. Once again, avant-garde 

architecture combined with nature to o� er an 

unparalleled project.



30 31Our architecture is more than what you can see. We 

believe in a design that transcends aesthetics and we 

create homes designed to make you happy. Spaces 

styled with sensitivity and designed to tailor to you, 

your city and the planet. We build homes where 

design is much more than design: it’s #puredesign.
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Playa Arroyo Vaquero, Estepona. Málaga +34 952 110 362 · theedge@kronoshomes.com


